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State of the
Statehouse

Variety of Issues to
Impact 2010 Vote
By Tom Schuman

More open seats than normal in the Indiana House of Representatives
is one of several factors that will impact which party wins control
of that chamber in the November election.
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hile elections sometime deliver results that
are unexpected (the list is a long one; I’m
sure you have your favorite upsets), there
are also certain givens leading up to each
voting responsibility. Two at the top of the
list are:
1. Politicians, or maybe more accurately the people involved in the
political process, will repeatedly tell us why any election is important.
That refrain is amplified in 2010, mostly because it determines
who holds the mighty gavel – and pen – the following year.
2. A sea of change is coming, with the party out of power using that
mantra to help regain control. The adage applies this time around,
but it’s a different type of change than what was experienced two
years ago or during the memorable mid-term election of 1994.
The Indiana Chamber’s nonpartisan political action committee,
Indiana Business for Responsive Government (IBRG), has a focused
mission: help elect thoughtful candidates to the Indiana General
Assembly who support pro-economy, pro-jobs legislation and initiatives.
Jeff Brantley, with 20 years of experience in Indiana in a variety of
roles, leads that effort as vice president of political affairs. Kevin
Brinegar, Chamber president, has been with this organization for 18
years and involved in the legislative/political process for 30 years.
Brinegar uses two key words – power and authority – in
addressing topic No. 1. The 2010 election, of course, coincides
with the 2010 census. Following the annual people count, the
political party that controls the House and Senate in Indiana (and
many other states), has the “power and authority to redraw district
boundaries. With that comes the ability to create advantages for
your party, to do a lot of things to help your colleagues and do a
lot of things to hurt your adversaries.”
Drawing is an important skill taught early on to young
people. The drawing of legislative maps may be much more
complex, but the shapes that result (for political gain) might just
resemble those interesting artworks that parents end up proudly
hanging on their refrigerators or displaying on their office desks.
Why is this so important? Go back eight years for the answer.
Democrats led the map-drawing process in 2001 after the 2000
election and census. A year later, in 2002, control of the House
chamber through a 51 to 49 majority came down to 36 votes –
the margin of victory for Democrat David Orentlicher over thenincumbent Jim Atterholt in a revamped District 86 in Indianapolis
and parts of Hamilton County.
The totals across the state, however, revealed more than
759,000 votes for House Republican candidates and fewer than
549,000 for House Democrat candidates. That’s because of the
way the boundaries were established – placing many likely GOP
voters together to mitigate their broad impact. This isn’t a party
indictment (Senate Republicans drew maps with similar outcomes
in 2001 and one can certainly go back further to find creative
district lines no matter the party in power), but a fact that clearly
demonstrates the importance this time around.
Brantley tackles point two and the attitudes in place among voters.
“Will there be a tidal wave in 2010 like 1994 (when the GOP
took control of Congress and state legislatures across the country,
including Indiana)? The big difference is that in 1994 voters were
not economically afraid,” he summarizes. “They clearly defined
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what they wanted then – and that was to vote Republican. The trendline now is to throw everybody
out. There is a lot of unpredictability.
“You can’t compare this election to 2008 either. Two years ago the attitude of the electorate
was very much about change,” Brantley continues, “but it was positive and hopeful. The concept
of hope was branded, and that’s largely gone in both parties. There could be a tidal wave like
1994, but there is uncertainty what form that would take.”

All about jobs
The driving factors behind voter attitudes have been the same over the past 18 months and
are not likely to be altered between now and November 2. Those are the economy and jobs.
Normal popular issues such as education and expanding government programs are hardly on the
radar screen this time around.
In a July Rasmussen Reports poll of Hoosier voters, almost one-fourth (24%) believe the
economy is improving, but twice as many (48%) think it is going to get worse. Only 9% rate the
economy as good or excellent.
“People are not only not optimistic about where we are today, but not optimistic about jobs
and our economic future. It has them scared,” Brantley shares.
But, he adds, another dynamic for Indiana candidates is the continuing popularity of Gov.
Mitch Daniels. “As afraid or uneasy as Hoosiers are, they do like the governor’s leadership. That
could be a positive for GOP candidates.”
Although another political saying is that all politics is local, the domineering presence of
Washington, D.C. cannot be overlooked for several
reasons. When asked in the Rasmussen poll about
the best policy approach for creating jobs, 67%
of Indiana residents said to cut taxes compared
to 14% in favor of spending more money. This is
he Employee Free Choice Act, more accurately known as “card
a more extreme difference than in many states
check.” The DISCLOSE Act. Small business paperwork mandates.
and a dramatic shift since the last election.
These are just samples of the myriad federal and state policies that
“The anger is more directed to Washington,
can drastically impact businesses.
at incumbents, but it could spill over into a wave
Additionally, the dynamic between employees and their employer
of anti-incumbency down ballot,” Brantley offers.
remains one of the more critical relationships in the lives of many people.
“I hear more people saying, ‘I like my legislator,
And according to Jeff Brantley, vice president of political affairs at the Indiana
but I’m not going to vote for him or her.’ ”
Chamber of Commerce, those relationships are also extremely influential.

P2: Helping the Employer/
Employee Relationship Prosper

T

Above the noise
In 2008, many state candidates found their
campaigns overshadowed by the presidential race
and the focus on Indiana as one of the key swing
states. This time around those General Assembly
incumbents and challengers will have to contend
with a national emphasis on a rare open U.S.
Senate seat and factors that have produced
interesting congressional representative races.
Brinegar says it’s the first time in many years
that an incumbent has not run for Senate re-election.
In addition, a series of competitive or at least
intriguing races on the other side of Capitol Hill
(see page 50 for the matchups and independent
analysis of congressional races on Page 56) will
bring national attention.
“Indiana could well be a factor in determining
the overall balance of power in Congress,” he
affirms. With control of the congressional map
drawing also at stake, “There’s a strong likelihood
that they (the maps) will look substantially
different than they do now, and it will impact
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“Research shows that employees consider one of the most credible
sources for election information to be their employer,” he explains. “Most
employees respect the opinions of their employers and want information
on how issues impact them.”
The Indiana Prosperity Project (also known as “P2”) is a collaborative
educational effort administered by the Indiana Chamber and Indiana
Manufacturers Association. It is designed to help participating employers
inform their employees by providing candidate information, election
previews, online voter registration, downloadable absentee ballots and
portals to contact legislators, among other tools.
“This is done in a non-partisan way,” Brantley clarifies. “But employers
can explain why certain issues are important to their business. It’s just the
facts, not endorsements of candidates.”
Brantley explains the number of Indiana companies using the service,
which launched in early 2008, and connecting with their employees is
“continually growing and approaching 700.”
Indiana’s is one of many Prosperity Projects across the country, and the
program itself was created by BIPAC – a Washington, D.C.-based political action
committee dedicated to engaging businesses in the American political process.
Resources: Jeff Brantley, Indiana Chamber of Commerce, at
www.indianachamber.com
Indiana Prosperity Project at www.indianaprosperity.org
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From Indiana to Washington:
Top Federal Races
Race
U.S. Senate
U.S. Rep.-Dist. 2
U.S. Rep.-Dist. 3
U.S. Rep.-Dist. 8
U.S. Rep.-Dist. 9

Democrat
Brad Ellsworth
Joe Donnelly (i)
Tom Hayhurst
Trent Van Haaften
Baron Hill (i)

Republican
Dan Coats
Jackie Walorski
Marlin Stutzman
Larry Bucshon
Todd Young

(i) incumbent

Key factors:
Donnelly and Hill are the only two incumbents in these five
races. U.S. Senate seat opened up with Evan Bayh’s
surprise resignation. Coats formerly served in the Senate,
while Ellsworth is attempting to move over from the 8th
District House seat. National political parties and media
have focused on the Senate battle and its implications
since the Bayh announcement. Three state legislators –
Walorski, Stutzman and Van Haaften – left their posts in
the attempt to move on to Washington. District 3 seat
became open when former Rep. Mark Souder resigned in
May after admitting to an extramarital affair.
Guest columnists offer their thoughts on Page 56.
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who represents which districts and who runs for Congress over
the next 10 years.”
Brantley confirms the results of that heightened attention
from beyond the state’s borders. “If you are a state candidate,
you’re going to have to be talking about health care, cap and
trade, the federal deficit – that’s what people are interested in
and how it contributes to jobs and the economy.”
Other factors – technology and its use in reaching voters and
the surge in early voting (24% of ballots in 2008 were cast ahead
of Election Day in one form or another, more than double previous
totals) – contribute to the demise of the traditional campaign
period. What was once a four-week heavy window of campaigning
for state candidates has been stretched, if not doubled.

Master of the House
As in recent election cycles, the top priority for Hoosier
politicos is control of the Indiana House. From a party standpoint,
the current count is 52-48 in favor of the Democrats. The Indiana
Senate is controlled by the Republicans with a 33-17 majority.
Brantley provides some numbers to consider.
“There are 14 open seats (11 House and three Senate), which
is more than typical. It’s not out of the realm that there could be
20 marginally competitive House races this year (at this time, in
mid-July),” he contends. “Do I think there will be 20 competitive
races at the end of October? No. But for the summertime, that
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CONSEQUENCES

EspEcially if it’s unclaimEd propErty.
Be sure to turn in all unclaimed property to the Indiana Attorney General’s Office by November 1, 2010 to avoid
interest and other penalties. Businesses with unclaimed property may participate in a one-time only Holder Amnesty
Program to comply with the law and avoid penalties. For more information, visit our website or call 1-866-IN-CLAIM.
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“The trendline now is to throw everybody out. There is a lot of unpredictability.”
– Jeff Brantley, vice president, political affairs
number is high. It’s a product primarily of the political climate, of many frustrated voters.”
Not only has the number of candidates increased, but the quality of the people seeking
office has made an impression.
“This is probably one of the best groups of candidates, Democrat and Republican alike, that
there’s been in a long time,” Brantley asserts. “The number of candidates who own a business or
are focused on job creation and economic issues is a lot higher than it has been. The research
shows that those people turn out to be stronger candidates and, if elected, stronger legislators.”
Candidate recruitment, from IBRG and others engaged in the process, started much earlier
than in prior cycles. The payoff has been worth the effort, according to Brinegar.
“The quality of candidates comes at a time when it’s not glamorous to run for the General
Assembly. We’re in this era of 30-second attack commercials and once you get elected, the issues
are complex and emotional. The country is as polarized as at any time that I can recall.”
The result of stronger candidates who ultimately become legislators is why the Chamber and
IBRG are in the middle of the battle. “This election and the drawing of the maps directly impact
the Chamber’s ability to pursue a more proactive agenda,” Brinegar professes, “on behalf of the
800,000 employees at the Indiana Chamber member companies and all workers throughout the
state. That’s true in 2011 and for the next 10 years.”
INFORMATION LINK

Resource: Indiana Business for Responsive Government at www.ibrg.biz

2010 IBRG endorsements

(as of July 31)

Endorsements are based on incumbent voting records (as documented in the Indiana Chamber’s annual Legislative
Vote Analysis) and extensive candidate interviews with non-incumbents. Political party affiliation is not a factor in
endorsements, which are made by the volunteer business leaders who comprise the IBRG Policy Group.
Senate Incumbents
Ron Alting (SD 22-Lafayette)
Jim Buck (SD 21-Kokomo)
Mike Delph (SD 29-Carmel)
Travis Holdman (SD 19-Markle)
Sue Landske (SD 6-Cedar Lake)
Jim Merritt (SD 31-Indianapolis)
Allen Paul (SD 27-Richmond)
Greg Walker (SD 41-Columbus)
John Waterman (SD 39-Shelburn)
Tom Wyss (SD 15-Fort Wayne)
Joe Zakas (SD 11-Granger)
House Incumbents
Bob Behning (HD 91-Indianapolis)
Bruce Borders (HD 45-Jasonville)
Randy Borror (HD 84-Fort Wayne)
Brian Bosma (HD 88-Indianapolis)
Tim Brown (HD 41-Crawfordsville)
Woody Burton (HD 58-Greenwood)
Bob Cherry (HD 53-Greenfield)
Ed Clere (HD 72-New Albany)
Suzanne Crouch (HD 78-Evansville)
Wes Culver (HD 49-Goshen)
Bill Davis (HD 33-Portland)
Tom Dermody (HD 20-La Porte)
Sean Eberhart (HD 20-Shelbyville)
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Ralph Foley (HD 47-Martinsville)
Bill Friend (HD 23-Macy)
David Frizzell (HD 93-Indianapolis)
Phil GiaQuinta (HD 80-Fort Wayne)
Doug Gutwein (HD 16-Francesville)
Phil Hinkel (HD 92-Indianapolis)
Tom Knollman (HD 55-Liberty)
Eric Koch (HD 65-Bedford)
Don Lehe (HD 15-Brookston)
Matt Lehman (HD 79-Berne)
Dan Leonard (HD 50-Huntington)
Jack Lutz (HD 35-Anderson)
Richard McClain (HD 24-Logansport)
Mark Messmer (HD 63-Jasper)
Tim Neese (HD 48-Elkhart)
Cindy Noe (HD 87-Indianapolis)
Kathy Richardson (HD 29-Noblesville)
Milo Smith (HD 59-Columbus)
Greg Steuerwald (HD 40-Danville)
Mary Ann Sullivan (HD 97-Indianapolis)
Jeff Thompson (HD 28-Lizton)
Jerry Torr (HD 39-Carmel)
Randy Truitt (HD 26-West Lafayette)
P. Eric Turner (HD 32-Cicero)
David Wolkins (HD 18-Winona Lake)
David Yarde (HD 52-Garrett)

Endorsed Challengers/
Open Seat (Senate)
Patty Avery (SD 49-Evansville)
Jim Banks (SD 17-Columbia City)
Ron Grooms (SD 46-Jeffersonville)
Endorsed Challengers/
Open Seat (House)
Ron Bacon (HD 75-Chandler)
Jim Baird (HD 44-Greencastle)
Kim Builta (HD 36-Anderson)
Francis Ellert (HD 17-Plymouth)
Randy Frye (HD 67-Greensburg)
Bob Heaton (HD 46-Terre Haute)
Kyle Hupfer (HD 37-Pendleton)
Mike Karickhoff (HD 30-Kokomo)
Cindy Kirchhofer (HD 89-Beech Grove)
Rebecca Kubacki (HD 22-Syracuse)
Kevin Mahan (HD 31-Hartford City)
Jud McMillin (HD 68-Brookville)
Cheryl Musgrave (HD 77-Evansville)
Richard Pfeil (HD 8-South Bend)
Rhonda Rhoads (HD 70-Corydon)
Mike Speedy (HD 90-Indianapolis)
Matt Ubelhor (HD 62-Bloomfield)
Heath VanNatter (HD 38-Kokomo)
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